
HAVE GERMAN WILL TRAVEL LEBENSTIL 

OSTERREICHISCHER LEBENSTIL UND OSTERREICHISCHE 
KUL TUR (Austrian Lifestyle and Culture) 

11 Austrian life hacks that will make you feel like a local 
-

7 . Learn some dialect 

Austria is officially a German-speaking country, but few people speak high German 
(Hochdeutsch). 

Instead, most regions have their own dialect, although there is no exact number for how 
many different dialects exist in Austria. 

For international residents, this makes learning the language even harder because even 
though high German is taught in language schools across the country, most locals don't 
!';nP.:ik it 

The best way to tackle it is io learn a few dialect words m the area where you live, to really 
make you feel like a local. 

8. Don't be late 

In the German-speaking world, punctuality is highly rated and lateness is considered rude. 

To really fit in, the best advice is to just be on time for meetings. But if you are going to be 
late, it's recommended to call or text the person to let them know in advance. 

The alternative is to turn up late without warning , which won't win you any brownie points. 

9. Embrace a healthier work-life balance 

Austria has a family-friendly culture and a healthy work-life balance is highly valued. 

This is why a lunch break is an important part of the working day and many people finish 
work at midday on Friday. 

For people from places like the UK and the USA where presenteeism is endemic in the 
workplace, slowing down can be hard to get used to. 

But the benefits are well-worth it, and there's no better way to feel like a local than by 
clocking off early on a Friday afternoon. 

10. Avoid small talk with strangers 

In many English-speaking cultures, small talk is a guaranteed conversation starter and a 
way to avoid awkward silences. 

In Austria however, small talk js not as common and people generally prefer to have 
meaningful conversations about topics they are interested in. 

Austrians can also be more reserved around people they are not familiar with and shy 
away from asking personal questions until they know them better. 

The best approach is to avoid small talk with strangers and st ick to a simple "hallo". 


